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NEGATIVE PEACE
Absence of direct violence. Absence of fear of violence.

GLOBAL PEACE INDEX

POSITIVE PEACE
Attitudes, institutions, and structures that sustain peace.

POSITIVE PEACE INDEX



NEGATIVE PEACE

The absence of violence, or fear of violence. It is used as 

the definition of peace to create the Global Peace Index —

the world’s leading measure of national peacefulness. 



POSITIVE PEACE

Defined as the attitudes, institutions, and structures that, 

when strengthened, lead to a more peaceful society. 

Positive Peace describes an optimum environment for 

human potential to flourish. 

It is not only associated with higher levels of peace, 

it is also associated with stronger macroeconomic 

performance, as the factors that sustain highly peaceful 

societies also provide a framework for robust economic 

development.



The Global Peace Index 

Is now in its thirteenth year

Ranks 163 countries according to their relative states of peace

Uses 23 indicators weighed on a 1-5 scale 

Was developed by the Institute of Economics and Peace 

Is guided and overseen by a panel of International Experts



Global Peace Index Indicators

6 measures of ongoing domestic and international 

conflict

Including: intensity of organized internal conflicts, relations with 

neighbouring countries and number of deaths from conflict

Including: number of refugees and IDPs, impact of terrorism, 

homicide and incarceration rates

Including: military expenditure, number of armed service 

personnel, ease of access to small weapons

10 measures of societal safety and security

7 measures of militarisation





2019 highlights

The average level of country peacefulness has improved by 0.09% from last year. 
This was the first improvement in the last five years.

86 countries became more peaceful, 76 deteriorated

Deteriorations primarily driven by changes in:
• Perceptions of Criminality
• Internal and External Conflicts Fought
• Incarceration

Improvements were driven by changes in:
• Deaths from Internal Conflict
• Military Expenditure



10 most peaceful countries 

ICELAND

Rank change: ↔
1

2

PORTUGAL

Rank change: ↑23

AUSTRIA

Rank change: ↓14

DENMARK

Rank change: ↓15

NEW ZEALAND

Rank change:↔

CANADA

Rank change: ↔6

7

SLOVENIA

Rank change: ↑28

JAPAN

Rank change: ↓19

CZECH REPUBLIC

Rank change: ↓310

SINGAPORE

Rank change: ↑2

1



10 Least Peaceful Countries 

AFGHANISTAN

Rank change: ↓1

162

SOUTH SUDAN

Rank change: ↔161

YEMEN

Rank change: ↓2160

IRAQ

Rank change: ↑1159

SYRIA

Rank change: ↑1

SOMALIA

Rank change: ↑1

157

158

LIBYA

Rank change: ↑1156

CONGO, DEM. REP.

Rank change: ↔155

RUSSIA

Rank change: ↓1154

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

Rank change: : ↓1

163



Changes in peace, 2008-2019

81 81

PEACE 

DECLINED

3.78%
OVER THE LAST DECADE

Countries became more 
peaceful

Countries became less 
peaceful



Militarisation was the only domain to improve since 2008

Peace in the last decade
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The global impact of violence, 2019

$14.1
TRILLION

*This is a highly conservative estimate.

Which is equivalent to 

11.2%
of total world GDP OR 

$1853
per person

$1.48 TRILLION
Could be directed to 

other economic activities

If the world decreased 

violence by 10%...



Global Economic Impact of Violence

The average economic cost of violence was equivalent to 35% of GDP in the ten 
countries most impacted by violence, compared to only 3.3% in the ten least affected.

In the last 70 years, per capita GDP growth has been three times higher in highly 
peaceful countries compared to those with low levels of peace.

Peace is positively related to changes six macro economic indicators - GDP 

growth, exchange rate, inflation rate, interest rate, FDI and sovereign credit ratings.



Positive Peace creates the optimum environment for human potential to flourish.

Positive Peace

Higher per capita income

Resilience

Better environmental outcomes

Higher GDP growth per annum

Better performance on MDGs

High levels of Positive Peace are 
associated with:



PILLARS OF POSITIVE PEACE

Well-

functioning

government

Sound 

business

environment

Equitable

distribution

of resources

Acceptance of 

the

rights of others

Promoting 

peace

Fighting 

disease

Providing clean 

water, sanitation, 

and hygiene

Good relations

with neighbors

Free flow of

information

Low levels

of corruption

High levels of

human capital

ROTARY AREAS OF FOCUS

Saving 

mothers and 

children

Supporting 

education

Growing local 

economies





Climate change and peace

971 million people live in areas with high or very high climate change exposure. 400 million 
reside in countries with low levels of peacefulness.

Climate change can increase the likelihood of violent conflict through its impact on resource 
availability, livelihood security and migration.

Countries with high levels of Positive Peace are better able to manage climate-induced shocks 
and tend to have higher environmental performance



Climate change and Positive Peace



What can you do?



+

https://positivepeace.academy/

Positive Peace Academy



Peacebuilder Club



Peacebuilder Clubs in Oceania

• E-Club of Melbourne

• Sydney

• Melbourne

• Kangaroo Flat

• Adelaide

• Riccaton (NZ)



Peace Projects

Engage Interact 

Clubs



Australians For Peace and 

the Peace Duck



Peace Projects

International Day of Peace 21st September



International Day of Peace

21st September



YHA Sleep 

for Peace



Peace Projects

Peace Poles and more

https://www.rotary100downunder.com/big

-ideas/100-peace-poles



IEP Peace 

Workshops

&

MBBI Workshops



Engagement with 

Projects



OPPORTUNIT IES  TO GET  INVOLVED



• Positive Peace Academy

• Peacebuilder Clubs

• Interact/Rotaract Clubs

• Peace Ducks

• International Day of Peace

• Sleep for Peace

• Peace Poles

• IEP Peace Workshops

• MBBI Workshops and more …

YOU CAN:



• Easy to engage your community – everyone wants peace

• You are already a peacebuilder!

• Lots of projects for peace – including those you are already 

doing

• Get potential members to help with peace projects

• Engage young people for Peace

• Your club’s projects are already Peace projects!

What will your club get?



QUESTIONS

?





YOUR 

TURN


